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DESCRIPTION

EASY 4/C FEATURES

RSG’s Easy 4/C automated color separations scripts are meant 
to expedite the otherwise tedious task of preparing CMYK 
process images to go to press.

Built with the intention of speeding up your workflow, RSG’s 
Easy 4/C takes advantage of the stability of scripts, enhancing 
Photoshop and Illustrator’s overall capabilities and speed as 
opposed to working with actions or manually.

NO RIP NEEDED - With the halftone dot hardwired into the 
separations, there’s no need for an expensive RIP system.

SIMPLE WORKFLOW - A simple two-step workflow allows 
for quick turn-around on any size image.

LPI OPTIONS - LPI choice range: 45lpi, 50lpi, 55lpi, 60lpi, 
65lpi, 70lpi, 75lpi, 85lpi.

FILE FORMAT OPTIONS - Choose from DCS2.0 EPS format, 
layered PSD or individually output bitmaps.

INDUSTRY STANDARD CMYK process angles used.

BACKWARDS COMPATIBLE - Works on CS2 to CS6.



INSTALLATION
RSG’s Easy 4/C works on both Macintosh and Windows machines. To 
install, follow the steps below.

Installing the Scripts (required)
• Open the zipped file after downloaded.
•	 With	Photoshop	closed, place the folder labeled RSG Easy 4C 

Photoshop Scripts and its contents in the following destination:
Mac: /Applications/Adobe Photoshop *version*/Presets/Scripts
Win: C:\Program Files\Adobe\Photoshop *version*\Preset\Scripts

•	 With	Illustrator	closed, place the folder labeled RSG Easy 4C 
Illustrator Scripts and its contents in the following destination:
Mac: /Applications/Adobe Illustrator *version*/Presets/en_US/Scripts
Win: C:\Program Files\Adobe\Illustrator *version*\Preset\en_US\Scripts

• Save the RSG Easy 4C Templates folder anywhere you’d like.

Installing the Photoshop Actions (optional)
• Place the file RSG Easy 4C.atn in the following destination:

Mac: /Applications/Adobe Photoshop CS5/Presets/Actions
Win: C:\Program Files\Adobe\Photoshop CS5\Preset\Actions

You can now launch both programs. Easy 4/C will be available to use via 
the FILE>SCRIPTS menu. 

Notes:
*Easy 4/C is compatible back to Photoshop CS2 and Illustrator CS5.
*Please place the files in the appropriate version of the software you are using. 
*Actual file paths may vary from machine to machine.
*It is suggested to keep a backup copy of these files elsewhere.

To load the optional actions that launch the scripts, 
access the actions palette via WINDOWS>ACTIONS.

In the actions palette, click the upper right corner that 
big fat red arrow is pointing at. You’ll find the actions 
towards the bottom of the ensuing dropdown menu.



WORKFLOW
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FORMAT THE FILE

RSG’s Easy 4/C is designed to be...well, easy. There are 
only two steps required in producing a final file (or set of files, 
depending on your output preference). Very simply put, the 
workflow follows that of an everyday separator and looks like this.

Sep the file > Format the file

• Open the document you’d like to sep.
• Choose the line screen you’d like to employ from the 

FILE>SCRIPTS menu.
• Follow the on-screen prompts.
• Allow the script to run its course.

Once the file has been separated, you’ll be able to see the dot 
directly in the separations themselves. At this point, return to the 
FILE>SCRIPTS menu and choose your desired format for output.

*During the DCS 2.0 formatting process, all of the settings are 
taken care of for you. All you do is assign the file a name.
**When saving a layered file, you’ll be provided with a preview 
group as well as an output group.

After the initial separations are done, you’ll have a 
chance to study the file. Once ready, simply return to 
the FILE>SCRIPTS menu to choose how you’d like to 
format your final seps. It’s that easy!



OUTPUTTING VIA ILLUSTRATOR

outputting a DCS 2.0 EPS FILE

OUTPUTTING BITMAPPED TIFFS

If you formatted your file(s) as DCS 2.0 EPS or as separate 
bitmapped tiffs, RSG’s Easy 4/C gives you the option of 
outputting via Illustrator, with or without a RIP!

Please note: to use this method, you need to have a postscript 
capable printer which allows for the output of color separations.

• Open the appropriate Easy 4/C Illustrator template file.
•	 Place your RSG Easy 4/C separated DCS 2.0 EPS.
• Evenly distribute the provided registration marks.
• Size up your artboard accordingly.
• Print the file with color separations activated.

If you don’t have a postscript capable printer and chose the 
option of formatting your original image as bitmapped tiffs in 
Photoshop, use this method to output those tiffs via Illustrator.

• In Illustrator, choose FILE>SCRIPTS>RSG’S EASY 4C 
ILLUSTRATOR SCRIPTS>RSG IMPORT EASY 4C BITMAPS.

Everything is set up in one fell swoop with this method and 
is highly recommended over outputting layer by layer in 
Photoshop. Screenshot	of	the	FILE>SCRIPTS	menu	in	Illustrator.

Illustrator	print	dialog	with	color	separations	chosen	for	DCS	2.0	EPS	output.
No	need	to	set	lpi	and	angle.	That	was	done	in	the	separating	process.



OUTPUT SPECS

BITMAPS

DCS 2.0

LAYERED PSD
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Due to the nature of hardwiring the dot directly into our seps, lpi 
and screen angles are handled during the separation process. 
LPI choices are all visible in the FILE>SCRIPTS menu. The 
specs for the file formats are as follows.

Bitmaps are saved in TIFF format with no image compression.
They can be placed within Illustrator and CorelDRAW while 
retaining the ability to be assigned a color within those programs.

Saved as an EPS file with 8 bits/pixel preview, single file with 
color composite (72 pixels/inch) and ASCII85 encoding. Halftone 
screen, transfer function and image interpolation are not included 
as they are unecessary. This is the ideal format for separations 
as every color can be sent to your postscript capable printer or 
DTS in one fell swoop.

A standard formatted PSD with a preview group of all layers 
showing their colors and an output group consisting of black and 
white images only. No postscript printer necessary.

After the initial separations are done, you’ll have a 
chance to study the file. Once ready, simply return to 
the FILE>SCRIPTS menu to choose how you’d like to 
format your final seps. It’s that easy!



TIPS FOR BETTER 4/C PRINTS
RSG’s Easy 4/C will allow you to produce consistent 4/C 
separations using industry standard angles but the printing is up 
to you. Here are a few tips to help you get the most out of your 
prints.

Choose The Right LPI - When printing on a manual press, 
separate using the 45lpi setting. If using an auto, choose a higher 
setting of 50lpi or above.

Use Process Inks - Using process inks is vital in acheiving good 
prints using the 4/C process. Standard plastisols are too opaque.

Discharge The Base - A key to producing good 4/C prints is 
having a nice area to lay the inks down upon. Using a discharge 
base is key when printing on dark tees. 

Thin Your White - Remember, we’re printing with process inks. If 
printing a white, it’s okay to thin it out a little bit.

It’s Fun To Stay At The Y.M.C.A. - Remember this song when 
setting up your print sequence on press. Easy 4/C sets the 
sequence up for you in this order but don’t be afraid to play with 
the sequence in order to acheive the best result as this can vary 
depending on your image.

Don’t Print To Vellum - Acheiving a good screen with halftones 
is near impossible using vellum. Output to clear film.

A	screenshot	of	the	dot	hardwired	into	the	final	separations	using	Easy	4/C.



TROUBLESHOOTING
Getting error messages? Since the scripts run specifically 
ordered commands, sometimes utilizing the clipboard, be sure to 
let them run their course before clicking around.

Having multiple images open while running the script may also 
cause the script to fail. Try closing all other images other than the 
one you’re separating.

When running the scripts via the actions panel, it is necessary to 
run the playback options as Step by Step. This causes the script 
to run more slowly than it would if launched directly from the 
FILE>SCRIPTS menu. Disabling the Step by Step action before 
the script call may result in a failed process.

If receiving persistent error messages, it may be necessary to 
uninstall the scripts and do a fresh install. If you go this route, 
make sure you quit Photoshop, delete the current script files and 
replace with your original backup files.

If you have any questions, please direct them via email to 
rsgcontact@risingsungraphics.com.


